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AbstractRelatively simple transformations can speed up the execution ofqueries for data mining considerably and therefore ILP systems havesince long used such optimisations. A recent publication brought tolight that little is widely known on what implementations actuallydo. This paper describes optimizing query transformations that areimplemented in existing systems as well as new transformations. To-gether they improve on some published simple transformations ando�er a context which generalizes them. We also discuss the relation-ship with query pack execution and the potential use of programanalysis for more powerful query transformations.
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1 IntroductionSantos Costa et al. [13] describe a number of simple transformations for ren-dering the execution of queries for data mining more e�cient. They correctlypoint out that little is known about how state-of-the-art ILP systems processlogical queries, and what kind of e�ciency considerations are made in such sys-tems. In this paper we briey discuss a number of feasible optimisations, someof which have been implemented in existing systems while others are ongoingwork. The optimisations we discuss are related to one of the transformationsproposed in [13] but also to a transformation described in [1]; they clarify therelationship between both and also include the promise of obtaining even highere�ciency gains by combining them. We furthermore discuss how these querytransformation techniques can be combined with query pack execution [3], an-other technique for gaining e�ciency.We start with sketching the context of the transformations and a brief reviewof the transformations proposed in [13, 1] which are used as a starting point forour work. In Section 4 we discuss the optimisation of individual queries; thisextends one of the optimisations in [13]. In Section 5 we discuss the optimisationof queries relative to other queries; this extends an optimisation described in [1].In Section 6 we illustrate how these transformations can be combined with packexecution as described in [3]. In Section 7 we conclude.2 The contextIn the ILP setting we are interested in, a database of examples is queried re-peatedly. Since the general framework is that of Horn clause logic and imple-mentations are typically in Prolog, such a query is best seen as a conjunctionof Prolog goals. Such a conjunction is repeatedly re�ned (i.e. goals are added)and is meant to produce eventually a part of a concept de�nition or predictivemodel. [13] describes such queries as clauses p(X) :- a(X,Y), b(Y), c(X,Z), d(Z).the function of which can be described by imagining that they are then called bya query ?- p(<X>). in which the arguments of the goal are ground. In [1], thisquery is described rather as the body a(X,Y), b(Y), c(X,Z), d(Z). which will bemeta called but with the same variables (in this case X) ground.Both descriptions are equivalent and in the sequel we will freely jump fromone to the other.In both descriptions, one is interested in whether the query succeeds or notand one ignores the variable bindings for which success was derived. It meansthat conceptually or in practice, there is a Prolog cut (!/0) after the last goal inthe body. Another formulation would be to say that the body is enclosed in themeta-predicate once/1 which is de�ned as once(X) :- call(X), !.11 The use of once allows a kind of nesting of cuts that is not possible when insertingcuts in the clause itself and its meta calling overhead can be transformed away withknown Prolog compiler techniques.



3 Existing WorkSantos Costa et al. [13] describe a query transformation that consists of insert-ing cuts in the query to render its execution more e�cient without changing itsmeaning. To this aim the query is partitioned according to the equivalence re-lation that is the transitive closure of the \shares body variables with" relation(where body variables are variables not occurring in the head of the clause).After grouping together literals within the same equivalence class, cuts can beinserted between the classes without inuencing the semantics of the query. E.g.,p(X) :- a(X,Y), b(Y), c(X,Z), d(Z).is transformed intop(X) :- a(X,Y), b(Y), !, c(X,Z), d(Z).The justi�cation for this transformation is the fact that p/1 is called withground argument(s), so logically only one success is needed. In the following wewill refer to this transformation as the cut-transformation.Blockeel [1] describes a related method that is based on the following consid-eration. In Tilde [2], re�ning a node of the tree involves generating all re�ne-ments Q;Ri of a query Q and testing those re�nements on a set of examples ofwhich it is known that Q succeeds for them. The question that is then relevant,is: can a simpler query Q0; Ri be found such that Q j= (Q;Ri $ Q0; Ri)? In otherwords: since we already know that Q succeeds, can we use this information tosimplify Q;Ri? Clearly, any parts of Q for which the success is independent ofthe success of Ri (e.g., parts of Q that are not connected to Ri via body variablechains) need not be tested again. Illustrated on the previous example, if theconjunctiona(X,Y), b(Y), c(X,Z)is known to succeed for a given X , then a re�nementa(X,Y), b(Y), c(X,Z), d(Z)can be tested on the example X by runningc(X,Z), d(Z)instead of the full conjunction, i.e. the success of the full conjunction is equivalentto the success of the smaller one. In the Tilde system [2], a predicate calledsmartcall/1 was implemented, that �rst simpli�es a query according to theabove reasoning and then meta-calls it.2 For this reason we will refer to thisoptimisation as the smartcall transformation. The simpli�cation algorithm isshown in Figure 1.The relationship with the cut-transformation is clear: those parts of the querythat according to the cut-transformation belong to other equivalence classesthan the recently added literals (i.e., those that are separated from the addedliterals by cuts) are actually removed by the smartcall-transformation. The cut-transformation does not assume that parts of the query are known to succeed,whereas smartcall does.In the following two sections we show how both transformations can be ex-tended.2 A similar optimisation was also implemented in the ICL system [9]. It can be con-trolled through the setting simplify.



procedure simplify(Q, conj) returns query:V := variables of conjrepeatL := literals in Q that contain variables in VV := V [ variables in Luntil V does not change anymoreQ0 := conjunction of all literals in Lreturn  Q0; conjFig. 1. Simpli�cation of queries as done by smartcall. Q is the part of the query thatis known to succeed, conj represents the added literals.4 Optimisation of individual queries4.1 GeneralisationsThe cut-transformation divides a body statically in independent groups of literalsand each group itself contains literals that all depend on each other. A smallexample will su�ce to show that even in such a group, one can make furtheroptimisations: we make the assumption that head variables are ground on thecall, so that for further explanation they are ignored (and in fact have beenremoved). Also the implicit cut at the end of the body will not be written butit is understood that we are interested in only one success.The body:a(X,Y), b(Y,Z), c(Z), d(X,U), e(U)can be transformed (under certain conditions | see later) toa(X,Y), once(b(Y,Z), c(Z)), d(X,U), e(U)We will refer to this transformation as the once-transformation. We showhow this can be achieved in two steps: we �rst present a dynamic version ofthis transformation and then lift it to a static transformation. We will initiallyassume that we want to retain the order of goals inside a group. Later we willlift this restriction as well.4.2 Dynamic once-transformationConsider a conjunction of goals likea(X,Y), b(Y,Z), c(Z), d(X,U), e(U)Since all goals are in the same equivalence class, we are inclined to meta callit as is. However, let us do this incrementally, i.e. execute the �rst goal a(X,Y)and then consider the remainder of the conjunction:b(Y,Z), c(Z), d(X,U), e(U)Assume furthermore that X and Y were ground by the call to a(X,Y). Thenit is clear that the parts b(Y,Z), c(Z) and d(X,U), e(U) are no longer dependentand the whole conjunction can be replaced by



b(Y,Z), c(Z), !, d(X,U), e(U)in the notation by [13], or as we prefer it:once((b(Y,Z), c(Z)), d(X,U), e(U)The whole principle can now also be recursively applied to the conjunctioninside the once goal and to the remainder of the conjunction. This leads directlyto a dynamic implementation of the once-transformation:dyn_once(Conj) :-(Conj = (G,Gs) ->( independent_prefix(Conj,Prefix,RestConj) ->once(dyn_once(Prefix)),dyn_once(RestConj); call(G),dyn_once(Gs)); call(Conj)).All the code (including auxiliary predicates) can be found in the appendix.The above might not be the most e�cient implementation, but it certainlyis capable of yielding arbitrary speedups. As an arti�cial example, take:p(X) :- a(X), b(X), !.q(X) :- once(a(X)), b(X), !.a(_).a(N) :- N > 0, M is N - 1, a(M).b(N) :- N > 0, M is N - 1, b(M).?- p(N). has a complexity O(N) whereas ?- q(N). has complexity O(N2). Thetransformation of p into q is exactly what the once-transformation achieves, andits overhead is constant in N .It remains to be seen whether big gains can be obtained in practice, i.e. inTilde or Warmr[7]: until now, no real large conjunctions were generated forsome benchmarks, exactly because the execution times were too large. Maybethe above technique will render large conjunctions feasible at last.Note that the dynamic once-transformation can be applied unconditionally.Only when we want to lift it to a static transformation we will need extra con-ditions.



4.3 From dynamic to static transformationSince the same conjunction is usually tested against many examples one clearlywould like to avoid performing the dyn once call for every example, but ratherwants to perform it once on the conjunction and then call the transformed query.This is feasible when there is information on the mode of the predicates in theconjunction. In the explanation of above example, we assumed that the goala(X,Y) grounds its arguments. Suppose that the system has this information,either by program analysis (if a/2 is a database predicate, it is obvious; butalso for many background predicates, this can be derived once and for all) or bydeclaration by the user. Then the transformation can be done statically by thecode: stat_once(Conj,NewConj) :-copy_term(Conj,CopiedConj),transform(CopiedConj,NewCopiedConj),transform_parallel(Conj,NewCopiedConj,NewConj).transform(Conjunction, NewConjunction) :-independent_prefix(Conjunction,Prefix,Rest), !,NewConjunction = (once(NewPrefix), NewRest),transform(Prefix, NewPrefix),transform(Rest,NewRest).transform((Goal,Conj),NewConjunction) :-!,NewConjunction = (Goal,NewConj),apply_groundness_information_to(Goal),transform(Conj,NewConj).transform(G,G) :- apply_groundness_information_to(G).We have modeled the application of the groundness information to a goal bythe predicate apply groundness information to/1: one possible implementationis to ground (using numbervars/3 for instance) all the arguments that the goalis known to make ground on success. This changes the initial goal and is thereason for making the copy in the beginning and the transform parallel goal: fullcode is again in the appendix.Section 4.5 will show how also sharing information can be taken into account.There is a relation with the work in [11, 4, 10] where automatic parallelisationof goals is attempted. One technique transforms a sequential conjunction of goalsG1 and G2 into:ground(G1) ->G1 & G2 % parallel; G1 , G2 % sequential[11, 4, 10] has many more transformations that could be applied also in our con-text.



Also [12] is interesting in this context, as it discusses transforming the Prologcut to once/1 from a di�erent perspective and motivation.Note that the techniques above can be seen as a speci�c form of IntelligentBacktracking [5]. When introducing once/1 we want to avoid backtracking tochoicepoints not responsible for the current failure. Of course Intelligent Back-tracking can have a signi�cant runtime overhead. Our techniques should avoidmost of this overhead by doing static transformations.4.4 Changing the order in the conjunctionThe above transformations respect the order of the goals in the conjunction.This is not always a good idea. Assume that the conjunction (after executinga(X,Y)) wasb(Y,Z), d(X,U), c(Z), e(U)then it is clear that looking for the longest independent pre�x yields nouseful result. It might therefore be bene�cial to change the order of the literalsand obtain a better result. In the example one would bene�t from interchangingthe d/2 and c/1 goals before applying the dyn once action. In general reorderingof goals can have a negative impact on performance, so some care must be takenhere. The reordering done in [13] makes sure that within one new component, theorder is as in the original query, thus avoiding any such performance degradation.Also correctness and success need not be preserved by general change of orderespecially in the presence of non-logical constructs (e.g. cuts in the backgroundknowledge) or arithmetic goals.Code that reorders safely can be based on the dyn once or stat once trans-formation: the dynamic version is given in the appendix.4.5 Role of program analysis in determining (in)dependent callsThe execution of a conjunction of goals can create bindings to variables in thegoals and thereby inuence the dependencies between the goals. It is crucialfor the correctness of the optimisations that they take into account all possibledependencies. The cut-transformation does this by considering all the variablesof the goals: this indeed corresponds to the (worst) case where a call createsdependencies between all its variables. The dynamic once-transformation doesthe same, but dynamically. The static once-transformation as de�ned beforeassumes that such dependencies do not exist and consequently can produce in-correct results: assume that in the previous example a(X,Y) binds X to Y butleaves both free, then the stat once transforms incorrectly the remaining goalsto (note that X = Y ):b(X,Z), c(Z), !, d(X,U), e(U)It means that not only groundness but also sharing can (and must) be takeninto account: in the code of stat once at the place where now only groundnessinformation is used, information about possible dependencies must be used.



This leads to the crucial questions: is there a more precise way to describethe dependencies? and how can we obtain this information? The answers canbe found in the literature: in the context of automatic parallelisation of goalsthe set sharing domain [10, 4] has been proposed as a description for depend-encies between variables in goals. Here we just would like to point out that setsharing can be used to re�ne the dependencies between calls as it also capturesgroundness and independence between variables. More details are found in theappendix D. Set sharing has been studied in the context of abstract interpreta-tion for (constraint) logic programming [6]. It is a form of program analysis andaims at deriving at compile-time information about the execution of a program.The point is that abstract interpretation can be used to automatically derive themore precise information (expressed by set sharing), that we can link set sharingto the current approach, and that we can re�ne the optimisations based on theset sharing information.5 Taking into account previous successAs mentioned before, when ILP systems repeatedly re�ne clauses, they may beable to exploit the fact that it is known that part of the clause body succeeds.The original Tilde implementation did this by cutting the query into inde-pendent parts and dropping all but those that contain the additional literals.The reasoning is that the success of the independent parts is not inuenced bythe added literals. When looking at certain queries, however, the question nat-urally arises whether there are other situations where parts of the query canbe dropped, besides independence as de�ned above. Consider for instance thefollowing simple case:p(X) :- a(X,Y), b(Y), c(Y)where c(Y) is the literal added during the last re�nement step. The question isunder what circumstances this clause can be reduced top(X) :- a(X,Y), c(Y).Clearly this is not always allowed: in the interpretation fa(1; 1); a(1; 2); b(1);c(2)g the simpli�ed query succeeds for X = 1 whereas the original query fails.However, the simpli�cation is allowed if the value of Y is uniquely determinedafter calling a(X,Y).Situations like this occur quite frequently in ILP, because often part of theexample description is essentially an attribute-value description. It is then typ-ically the case that a predicate introduces an attribute of the example on whichtests are subsequently performed. For instance, in the Mutagenesis data set mo-lecules have an lumo attribute, which has one single value for each molecule.Once the attribute has been introduced, several tests may be performed; for in-stance, Tilde may at some point re�ne a query Q = lumo(X,L), L<2 by addinga test L>0. The resulting query Q0 = lumo(X,L), L<2, L>0 is equivalent to Q00= lumo(X,L), L>0 if it is only run on examples for which Q is known to succeed.The smartcall optimisation algorithm can easily be adapted to take unique-ness information into account, as shown in Figure 2. The way in which the literal



L should be chosen in this algorithm is not speci�ed; best results will be obtainedby choosing L so that when several literals contain the same variable but one ofthem uniquely determines it while the others do not, the literal that determinesthe variable is chosen.procedure simplify(Q, conj) returns query:V := variables of conjQ0 := ;repeatL := some literal in Q�Q0 that contains variables in Vadd L to Q0V := V [ variables in L that are not uniquely determineduntil no more literals L can be chosenreturn  Q0; conjFig. 2. An algorithm for the extended smartcall transformation.Note the similarity between the once-transformation and the extended smart-call: one makes use of information on groundness of variables (and hence is helpedby groundness analysis) to simplify queries, the other makes use of informationon uniqueness and should therefore include a kind of uniqueness analysis.We also note that the extended smartcall brings the e�ciency of ILP systemscloser to that of attribute-value learners. It is well-known that the generality ofILP systems makes them less e�cient even for attribute-value problems, becausein general they cannot make certain assumptions that attribute-value learnersdo make. It would be nice if ILP systems could somehow detect cases wheresuch simplifying assumptions can be made, and adapt their behaviour accord-ingly. Ideally an ILP system should behave like an attribute-value learner whengiven an attribute-value problem. We believe the extended smartcall is one steptowards this goal.6 Query Optimisation and Query PacksIn this section we discuss how the above described optimisations can be combinedwith a totally di�erent method for improving the e�ciency of ILP systems: querypack execution.When many similar queries are run one after another, which is typically thecase in ILP systems, one can expect a lot of redundancy in the computationsthat are performed: some of the search involved in computing success for a queryq1 will be redone when computing success for a similar query q2. In [3] a methodis described for executing a hierarchically structured set of queries (a so-calledquery pack) in such a way that a lot of this redundancy is removed. For instance,assume for a certain set of queries



grandfather(X) :- parent(X,Z), parent(Z,Y), male(X).grandfather(X) :- parent(X,Z), parent(Z,Y), female(X).grandfather(X) :- parent(X,Z), parent(Z,Y), male(Y).grandfather(X) :- parent(X,Z), parent(Z,Y), female(Y).grandfather(X) :- parent(X,Z), parent(Z,Y), male(Z).grandfather(X) :- parent(X,Z), parent(Z,Y), female(Z).it is to be decided for each single clause for which values of X it succeeds. Packexecution essentially involves running the body of the packgrandfather(X) :- parent(X,Z), parent(Z,Y),(male(X) or female(X) or male(Y) or female(Y)or male(Z) or female(Z)).so that �nding answer substitutions for parent(X,Z), parent(Z,Y) is doneonly once instead of 6 times. (The or operator is similar to Prolog's disjunction(;) but has a slightly di�erent semantics; this di�erence is not important forthis paper, details are in [3]). Signi�cant speedups (up to a factor of 20) onbenchmark ILP data sets are reported in [3].6.1 Packs and SmartcallIt is possible to combine execution of query packs with the extended smart-call optimisation. This could be done by �rst optimising queries separately andthen constructing a pack from the optimised queries. Consider, for instance, thegrandfather example. The �rst two queries can be simpli�ed but the last fourcannot (superuous literals are in small print):grandfather(X) :- parent(X,Z), parent(Z,Y), male(X).grandfather(X) :- parent(X,Z), parent(Z,Y), female(X).grandfather(X) :- parent(X,Z), parent(Z,Y), male(Y).grandfather(X) :- parent(X,Z), parent(Z,Y), female(Y).grandfather(X) :- parent(X,Z), parent(Z,Y), male(Z).grandfather(X) :- parent(X,Z), parent(Z,Y), female(Z).The pack for the above clauses would look as follows:grandfather(X) :- male(X) or female(X) orparent(X,Z), parent(Z,Y),(male(Y) or female(Y) or male(Z) or female(Z)).The di�erence between this pack and the previous one is easy to see whenconsidering that X is either male or female, and hence male(X) or female(X) inthe �rst pack can result in useless backtracking over parent(X,Z), parent(Z,Y) (exhausting the whole search space for answer substitutions of X;Y; Z), whilein the second pack this is avoided. For large families this may make an importantdi�erence.This procedure only works well if the part of the query that is removed endsat a branching point, otherwise one cannot remove that part of the query fromthe pack without duplicating another part, thus potentially losing e�ciency. E.g.,the pack



p(X) :- a(X,Y), b(Y), c(X,Z), (d(X,Y,Z) or e(X,Z)).contains queries which after simpli�cation becomep(X) :- a(X,Y), b(Y), c(X,Z), d(X,Y,Z).p(X) :- a(X,Y), c(X,Z), e(X,Z).from which the following pack can be constructed:p(X) :- a(X,Y), (b(Y), c(X,Z), d(X,Y,Z) or c(X,Z),e(X,Z)).which avoids execution of b(Y) in one case but only at the expense of having toexecute c(X,Z) twice.The point is also illustrated by Figure 3, using more graphical representationsof packs. It is also clear from this �gure that, at least in the example shown there,changing the order of A and B would have allowed avoiding duplication of B. Inother words: up to a certain point query packs and smartcall can be combinedeasily, but beyond that point one has to make a choice: further transformationcan be done at the expense of a less e�cient pack. Reordering of literals in themember queries of the pack may in some cases push this point forward; �ndingout to what extent this is true is future work.
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(a) (b)Fig. 3. Illustration of lifting branches to a node higher up in the query pack, (a)resulting in a more e�ciently executable pack; (b) resulting in a pack which may bemore or less e�cient.6.2 Packs and the cut- and once-transformationThe cut- and once-transformations can also be integrated to some extent intothe pack execution. Consider the following pack, where a(X,Y) grounds Y :p(X) :- a(X,Y), b(Y,Z), (c(Y,U) or d(Y,U) or c(Y,Z) or d(Y,Z))The b(Y,Z) literal can be put inside once in the �rst 2 queries of the pack,but not in the last 2 queries. Thus, the pack can be transformed into



p(X) :- a(X,Y), (once(b(Y,Z)), (c(Y,U) or d(Y,U))or b(Y,Z), (c(Y,Z) or d(Y,Z)))which maximizes the use of the once-transformation but at the expense of du-plicating the b(Y,Z) literal in the pack. However, this duplication is an artifactof our current pack representation; using an extended pack execution mechan-ism it is possible to avoid it. The idea is more or less as follows: the fact thatwhen c(Y,U) or d(Y,U) fail, backtracking over b(Y,Z) should not occur, whereaswhen c(Y,Z) or d(Y,Z) fail it should, means that only the �rst success of b(Y; Z)for a new value of Y must be propagated to c(Y; U) and d(Y; U). This can beindicated in the code as:p(X) :- a(X,Y), reset(M), b(Y,Z),(only first(M), (c(Y,U) or d(Y,U)) orc(Y,Z) or d(Y,Z))where the only first(M) succeeds only the �rst time it is reached after reset(M)was executed. At the Prolog machine level, this is reasonably easy to implement.7 Conclusions and future workWe have discussed two potentially powerful optimisation opportunities for ILPsystems:{ smartcall removes superuous literals when their success is known becauseof previous queries and they do not inuence the success of the query; it waspreviously implemented in Tilde and ICL and reported on in [1]; combinedwith the use of groundness and uniqueness information, it generalises overthese previous results{ the once-transformation introduces the once construct in a given query(possibly after having removed the superuous part); this transformationhas a dynamic and a static variant and generalises the cut-transformationproposed in [13].It is as yet unclear to what extent the once-transformation will speed up apractical ILP system: we are currently integrating the new optimisations in oursystems. We also intend to investigate the role of program analysis.We have also indicated how the transformations can be integrated with thepack execution mechanism proposed in [3]. The pack mechanism makes it harderto apply our optimisations, in particular reordering literals in a query is anambivalent technique because it may deteriorate the structure of a pack as wellas improve it. Future work will include a study of how to reorder literals insidequeries such that an optimal pack can be built from them.We do not present practical experiments at this stage, but the fact thatboth in [13] and in [3] signi�cant speedups are reported, and the fact that thetechniques presented here generalise and integrate these previously publishedtechniques, lead us to believe that even higher speedups can be achieved than
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A Full Prolog code for dyn oncedyn_once(Conjunction) :-(Conjunction = (A,B) ->( independent_prefix(Conjunction,Prefix,Rest) ->once(dyn_once(Prefix)),dyn_once(Rest); call(A),dyn_once(B)); call(Conjunction)).independent_prefix(Conjunction,Prefix,Rest) :-app_conj(Prefix,Rest,Conjunction),independent(Prefix,Rest).app_conj(G,Conj,(G,Conj)). independent(A,B) :-app_conj((G,C1),C2,(G,C)) :- varlist(A,LA),app_conj(C1,C2,C). varlist(B,LB),diff(LA,LB).diff(L1,L2) :- notallfree([X|R]) :-numbervars(L1,1,_), (var(X) ->notallfree(L2), notallfree(R)!, ;fail. truediff(L1,L2). ).B Full Prolog code for stat oncestat_once(Conj,NewConj) :-copy_term(Conj,CopiedConj),transform(CopiedConj,NewCopiedConj),transform_parallel(Conj,NewCopiedConj,NewConj).transform(Conjunction, NewConjunction) :-independent_prefix(Conjunction,Prefix,Rest), !,NewConjunction = (once(NewPrefix), NewRest),transform(Prefix, NewPrefix),transform(Rest,NewRest).transform((Goal,Conj),NewConjunction) :-!,NewConjunction = (Goal,NewConj),apply_groundness_information_to(Goal),transform(Conj,NewConj).transform(G,G) :- apply_groundness_information_to(G).



transform_parallel(Conj,NewCopiedConj,NewConj) :-transform_parallel1(Conj,_RestConj,NewCopiedConj,NewConj).transform_parallel1(Conj,RestConj,(CA, CB),NewConj) :-!,transform_parallel1(Conj, RConj, CA, NewA),transform_parallel1(RConj, RestConj, CB, NewB),NewConj = (NewA, NewB).transform_parallel1(Conj,RestConj, CA, NewA) :-( CA = once(OA) ->transform_parallel1(Conj, RestConj, OA, NA),NewA = once(NA); Conj = (NewA, RestConj) ->true; Conj = NewA %end of Conjunction).C Full Prolog code for dyn once with reorderingIn the code for dyn once/1, the call to independent pre�x/3 should be replacedby a call to independent part/3 which can be de�ned by:independent_part(Conjunction,Part1,Part2) :-conj_split(Conjunction,Part1,Part2),same_first_goal(Conjunction,Part1),independent(Part1,Part2).conj_split((G,R),A,B) :-conj_split(R,X,Y),( A = (G,X), B = Y; A = X, B = (G,Y)).conj_split((A,B),A,B).conj_split((A,B),B,A).same_first_goal(X,Y) :-(X = (A,_) -> true ; X = A),(Y = (B,_) -> true ; Y = B),A == B.D Program analysis and set sharing for determining(in)dependent callsProgram analysis aims at deriving at compile-time information about the exe-cution of a program. Typically this information could also be given explicitly



by the programmer, e.g. a declaration stating that the execution of a predicategrounds it arguments. In (constraint) logic programming one has been usingabstract interpretation [6] as general framework for program analysis: the con-crete execution of a program is mimicked by using descriptions of the concretesubstitutions, so-called abstractions. Much research e�ort has been put into thedevelopment of these abstractions, which have to be safe approximations of theirabstract counterparts, but which also have to be precise enough to capture theproperties of interest. Again groundness is a very well studied property. Also notethat abstract interpretation computes these abstractions at all program pointsin a program, typically before and after each call such that the abstractionsdescribe all possible concrete substitutions before and after a call.For this paper we would like to point out the link with the set sharingabstraction [10, 4] which has been used to identify possibilities for independentAND-parallelism and which can also be used in this context to re�ne the de-pendencies between the arguments of the calls. It is beyond the scope of thispaper to give a detailed explanation of the program analysis topics, but we willshow in an informal way how program analysis can help in this context.Taking into account all variables of the calls for the detection of depend-ency is a safe abstraction of the execution of the called predicate: executionof the predicate can possibly create dependencies between all the variablesin the calls. This approach is compatible with the set sharing abstraction fora call for which no additional information is available and in which all vari-ables are initially free independent variables { the latter is known as a goal-independent analysis. For the call p(X,Y,Z) the set sharing abstraction is thepowerset of the set of all its variables fX,Y,Zg, namely ffXg, fYg, fZg, fX,Yg,fX,Zg, fY,Zg, fX,Y,Zgg. A subset in the abstraction describes the possibil-ity that the variables in the subset have in their values variables in common.The above abstraction then describes for example the concrete substitutionfX  f(A;B); Y  f(A;C); Z  g(B;A)g. This concrete substitution is notdescribed by the abstraction ffXg, fYg, fZg, fX,Yg, fX,Zg, fY,Zgg as the shar-ing of A by fX,Y,Zg is not allowed, nor by the abstraction ffXg, fYg, fZgg asnow no shared variables are allowed. The power set safely expresses that we haveto assume all possible cases, as we do not know anything about what the callactually does to its free arguments. Reasoning with the largest set of dependentvariables is safe as it describes the dependencies we are interested in.Program analysis allows us to re�ne the dependency relation between the ar-guments of calls. A �rst case is the grounding of variables: as soon as a variablebecomes ground it should no longer be considered for dependency determina-tion. In the set sharing abstraction the ground variables are removed from thepowerset. This is compatible with the treatment of ground variables. The pointhere is that program analysis derives this grounding behaviour by computing amore precise abstraction for grounding calls. If the call p(X,Y,Z) grounds all itsvariables, the abstraction is fg. If only X is grounded, the abstraction is ffYg,f Zg, fY,Z gg (which still allows all possible dependencies between Y and Z).Finally, if X and Y are both grounded, the abstraction becomes ffZgg.



A further re�nement is taking into account the (in)dependence of variablesappearing in the same call which can be computed by means of the set shar-ing abstraction. This is what is needed in the stat once approach. For a callp(X,Y,Z) that only can create a dependency between Y and Z, the abstractionis f fXg, fYg, fZg, fY, Zgg. Again, taking all variables of the call would bean overestimation: one can make a distinction between the calls depending onfXg and the ones depending on fY, Zg. Alternatively, one could for determiningdependent calls view p(X,Y,Z) as two independent calls p1(X) and p2(Y,Z) (orsimilarly as the conjunction p(X, , ), p( ,Y,Z) such that each p/3 call can bepart of another set of dependent calls).Our program analysis based approach could be organised along the follow-ing lines. First for all predicates (describing the examples and the backgroundknowledge) a goal-independent set sharing analysis is done which can be usedto approximate the dependency property of a call (also taking into account theindependence of variables). Also for builtins, set sharing can compute an ab-straction. Typically, builtins such as comparison impose that the variables areground, so the set abstraction will be empty. For X = Y, the abstraction isffX,Ygg. Note this has to be done only once.Then we consider the calls in a query from left to right together with theirdependency approximation (as derived from set sharing abstractions). We willalso propagate the groundness information from left to right which will removeground variables from the dependency approximations.3 During this left-to-righttraversal we can determine the chains of dependent calls by computing transitiveclosures on the \grounded" dependency approximations.Let us consider the following example query where t(T) is the extension.p(X,Y), q(X,Z), lof(Z), r(Y,T), t(T).1. In the most general setting, all the calls have as dependency approximationtheir complete set of variables. Thus they all belong to the same (depend-ency) chain.2. Suppose p(X,Y) grounds both X and Y, then we have the following depend-ency approximation after propagating the groundness: p(X,Y):fg, q(X,Z):fZg, lof(Z): fZg, r(Y,T): fTg, t(T): fTg. Thus after the call p(X,Y) thereare two chains: q(X,Z), lof(Z) and r(Y,T), t(T).Note that backtracking over values for Z nor T is not necessary as soon as achain has succeeded once.3. Suppose p(X,Y) does not ground X nor Y but X and Y remain independ-ent, then the set abstraction is ffXg, fYgg and we could replace p(X,Y)by the conjunction p(X, ), p( ,Y). The dependency approximation then be-comes, p(X, ): fXg, p( ,Y): fYg, q(X,Z): ffX,Zgg, lof(Z): ffZgg, r(Y,T):ffY,Tgg, t(T): fTg. We can identify two chains: p(X, ),q(X,Z), lof(Z)and p( ,Y),r(Y,T), t(T).4. Suppose p(X,Y) grounds only one variable, let us assume X. Then we havetwo chains: q(X,Z), lof(Z) and p( ,Y),r(Y,T), t(T).3 In abstract interpretation terms, a goal-dependent analysis could be performed basedon the goal-independent analysis results.


